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Abstract: The paper is discuss on develop and implement a
vision based obstacle avoidance for mobile robot using optical
flow process. There are four stages in this project which are
image pre-processing, optical flow process, filtering, object stance
measuring and obstacle avoidance. The optical flow process are
an image resizing, set parameters, convert color to grayscale,
Horn-Schunk method and change grayscale image to binary
number. Next process is a filtering done by smoothing filter then
image center will be defined. The maximum distance object from
a camera has been set as 20 cm. Therefore, the decisions of the
robot to move whether left or right are based on the direction of
optical flow. This avoidance algorithm allows the mobile robot to
avoid the obstacles which are in different shape either square or
rectangular. A friendly graphical user interface (GUI) had been
used to monitor the activity of mobile robot during run the
systems.
Keywords: Optical flow, smoothing filter, mobile robot,
obstacle avoidance

I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, robot is one of the most important things to
the human. The most famous robot is obstacle avoidance
robots where the robot can collision any object surrounding
itself therefore it can avoid any damage either the robot
structured or component inside the robot. To ensure the
robot do not damage because of collision, vision based
obstacle avoidance algorithm has been developed. Sensors
are most famous, but vision camera have more information
that can be provided and increasingly being used by people
because the high technology and capability. Because of this
characteristic,vision camera has increase to another level for
robot perception and become the visual sensing sensor with
the highly attractive.
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In this paper the objective is to develop and implement the
obstacle avoidance algorithm which is the algorithms able to
give the instruction to mobile robot platform to move either
left or right. This project was based on the distance object
either square or rectangular shape from the camera. Optical
Flow and Horn-Schuck method is used to obtain the
direction of mobile robot.
II. RELATED WORKS
Mobile robot is a common robot that had been used by the
human and the most exciting problem in this area is obstacle
avoidance. When considering about the obstacle avoidance
problem, it actually requires human or people to find a way
for the robot to move from one place to the another area that
had been specify or program and there are some obstacles
that need to be avoid [1,2]. While avoiding
Obstacles, there are some requirements that need to be
considered as for example identifying safe and traversable
paths which allow the robot to move toward the area. The
first mission while doing the robotic research for the mobile
robots is to observe the environment. For any autonomous
system, observing and sense the surrounding environment is
a basic requirement [3,4].
Development of wireless sensor networks (WSN) has
become a major in real-world application because of the
increase in hardware technology and
wireless
communications. In real networks, hundreds or thousands of
small sensor nodes are frequently use in a sensing field to
detect any situation for example external sensors, distance
(ultrasound and laser types), vision or proximity sensors [5].
The stereo vision system which can track the object and
able to measure the distance from the object in real time is
introduced by I. Kim et al. [6]. The method is used
trigonometric measurement and the robot kinematics applied
to the cross-visual stereo vision system which is fabricated
in the mobile robot. Triebel and Burgard [7] are the person
that created 3D models of the environment with the highly
accurate in a single 3D laser scan based on the edge
features. Davison and Murray [8] that proposed an idea
active vision is another method for localization and
mapping. After comparison, vision systems are much better
because of the output and high resolution. Moreover, stereo
cameras can observe points of the 3D coordinates more clear
based on the scene. Therefore, vision based is highly
desirable because of the stable visual landmarks [9]. Instead,
a new algorithm for mobile robot obstacle avoidance was
implemented by using of cylinder non-circulation
circumfluence [10]
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In this circumfluence, there are some characters of plane and density are some example of physical quantities. In
for example flow potential, velocity potential function, and other word, these two elements that are time and coordinates
flow function. During the robots obstacle avoidance, this are important element to decide the particle movements.
process that is called cylinder circumfluence can be seen. It
As a conclusion, there is a lot of technique or method that
is the movement of robot which have the similarity to the can be use for a mobile robot to avoid the obstacle. Based on
hydrodynamics using plane flow in two dimensional, which the related works the most popular method by user are
means there are no changes for plane in a vertical direction traversable paths, using of cylinder
non-circulation
because in plane there are flow the velocity in each of circumfluence, optical flow method, and directional
particle parallels to others fixed plane and also the flow field antenna-based schemes. Table 1 show the advantage and
into the physical quantities. Temperature, velocity, pressure, disadvantage of method to avoid the obstacles.
Table. 1 Advantage and disadvantage of obstacle avoidance method
Method
Using of cylinder noncirculation circumfluence
[11,12]
Optical flow method [13]
Directional antenna-based
schemes [14,15]
III.

Advantage
Smoothness of fluid motion can be
applied into the motion of mobile
robot
Can determine the movement of
objects within the area of robotic
vision

The flow across boundaries of
cylinder only in a certain distance
Behave poorly in the estimation of
large motion

Localization depend on the beam
width, and the compass
orientation error
send to component in the images processing. Therefore, the
simulation mode will receives sequence of the reality world.
 Step 2: Set Parameters
There are several things to consider in set parameters.
Firstly, the relative arrow and iteration of estimation need to
adjust. By apply alpha as 10 and iteration as 10, it can
balance the arrow and estimation. Then, the amount of
arrow will be set by resize it to 20 and scale size of arrow
will be set to 30. Here we used 30 values for scale size of
arrow because is not too big or too small.
 Step 3:Convert color to grayscale
The grayscale image is used to provide any related
confidence measure. The confidence measure error require
in optical flow calculation in image reconstruction. Figure 2
show the grayscale image of the object.

The positions could be located by a
triangulation technique

METHODOLOGY

Image Pre processing
The image will be captured by using wireless camera.
Then by applied the image pre-processing the unwanted
pixels and isolated the boundaries will be removed. In
this process, no need the region of interest (ROI) for reduced
zone of the target object location. The object image is taken
in RGB images. with the maximum distance around 20 cm.
Figure 1 show the object in RGB image.

Fig.2 Grayscale Image

Fig.1 Example of object with RGB images
Optical Flow Process
Optical flow is a movement of pixels between images of
object. The motion field is a motion or movement of any
object that had been captured by the camera. However,
optical flow is just the image of “scene flow” that is based
on motion or movement of object that had been captured. To
calculate the optical flow, it needs to understand this
incongruity as arising from either properties of the scene or
error in the optical flow technique. Therefore we used this
step to obtain the optical flows.
 Step 1: Image Resizing
In image execution, accuracy of the performance is an
important element. After an image had been captured, it will
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Disadvantage


Step 4: Horn-Schunk Original Method
Horn Schunk is another method of optical flow. It shows the
flow field of whole image object that are movement either it
can be to the left or right. The Horn-Schunck algorithm
assumes smoothness in the flow over the whole image.
Thus, it tries to minimize distortions in flow and prefers
solutions which show more smoothness. The flow is
formulated as a global energy functional which is then
sought to be minimized. This function is given for twodimensional image streams as in Equation1.
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E   I xu  I y v  I t    2 || u || 2  || v || 2 dxdy
2

(1)
The minimization of the Equation 1 yields the following
Euler-Lagrange in Equation 2.

I x2u  I x I y v   2 div u   I x I t
I x I y u  I y2 v   2 div v   I y I t

(2)

The Laplacian can be approximated with the Equation 3.

div u   u  u 
div v   v  u 

(3)

Filtering Process
Smoothing filters is used in noise reduction [16,17] and
blurring the image of the object. During the filtering
process, blurring image need to apply to remove a small
particle that are not necessary from the image and strengthen
the gap of the line in the image.
Sharp transition can be formed by noise and side object in
the image. But it will be reduced if there any changing the
value of pixel in the image. Therefore, smoothing spatial
filter can used for reduce the noise and blurring.
The brightest and darkest of image depend on the threshold
value. If the threshold value nearer to the 0, the image will
become brightest or white. But the image will become
darkest or black if the threshold value nearer to the 1. Figure
4 and Figure 5 shows results image with refer the threshold
value 0.3 and 0.8.

Solving the Equation 2 and 3 and re-arranging the terms, we
obtain the following system as Equation 4.





v  v   I I u  I v  I  (4)
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Advantages of the Horn Schunk method is it produce a
flow vector with high density. Figure 3 show Horn-Schunk
Original Method.

Fig. 4 Image with threshold value 0.3

Fig. 5 Image with threshold value 0.8
Measure the Distance
Fig. 3 Horn-Schunk Original Method

Step 5: Change to Black & White / Binary Number
The image object needs to convert to black & white or
binary number known as pixel neighborhood. To determine
the adjacency a fixed of gray levels in object image will be
used. Therefore, the object will present as 1 and non-object
as 0. Table 2 and Table 3 shows the pixel neighborhood that
has object in the images.
Table. 2 Pixel neighborhood that object in the middle

Table. 3 Pixel neighborhood that object at the left and
right side
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Step 1: Set the Distance
The distance is set at 20 cm form camera to object by
draw the rectangle and present the distance. The rectangle is
used to find the object area which the formula is width x
height [18]. The AGC or Automatic Gain Control need to
adjust to find the whitest object in a whole image.
Therefore, if there any whitest objects in the image, a
rectangle box will be formed. This rectangular box can
obtain the distance.
Step 2: Calculate the object area
The area of object is then need to calculated by using the
Equation 5. This area is important during optical flow and
Horn Schunk method process.
Area= height x width (5)
Obstacle avoidance
In obstacle avoidance approach, an action taken by mobile
robot is based on the quantity number of flow. Numbers of
flow are the main element to determine whether to move left
or right.
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If the numbers of flow are more to the right, the mobile
robot movement goes to right. Then the numbers of flow are
more to the left thus an action take will move to left. Figure
6 and Figure 7 shows the arrow with refer to right and left.

(b)

(a)

Fig.10 Optical flow result (a) black and white
background (b) color background
Figure.11 show an object in a rectangular shape had been
captured by using a wireless camera. A bonding box with a
red line automatically appear after executed the start image
acquisition button. The bounding box is used to obtain the
size of the object [19]. The area of the object will be
calculated during the object distance 20 cm from the camera
as show in Figure 12.

Figure. 6 Right arrow

Figure. 7 Left arrow
IV. RESULTS
To test the optical flow process there required two images
with different object location. The first image knows as
initial image and second image as the current image. Figure
8 and Figure 9 are show object image before and after it has
been moved in black & white and color background. The
optical result is show in Figure 10 where the bonding box
and centre of the object are represented in red color.

(a)

Fig. 11 Rectangular obstacle object shape

(b)

Fig. 8 Image before object moved (a) black and white
background (b) color background
Fig. 12 Area calculation process

(a)

(b)

The movement of mobile robot is based on the direction
of the optical flow. If there is more direction of optical flow
to the right, then
the mobile robot will move to the left and otherwise.
Figure 13 show the decision that the mobile robot will
move to the left and right.

Fig.9 Image after object moved (a) black and white
background (b) color background
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(b)
Fig. 13 Mobile robot movement (a) left (b) right
V. CONCLUSIONS
As a conclusion, vision based obstacle avoidance
algorithm for wireless mobile robot can be developed by
using optical flow method. This method starts with image
pre-processing, the optical flow process and filtering
process. The object distance was set within 20 cm to the
wireless camera. The results show that the mobile robot able
to move either to the left or right based on the direction of
optical flow. For Further works, besides using the
rectangular object shape it can be used circle or triangular
obstacle object shape. However, the result can be improved
if the object distance can be more than 20 cm.
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